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About This Content

CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS

Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome

and more realistic.

Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.

Features Include:
- 10 styles.

- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.

X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances

are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.

The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.
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Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!

Features Include:
- Normal Maps.

- Weathered.
- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.
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Overall Score: 4.5\/5

---{Gameplay}---
\u2611 Try not to get addicted
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Ehh
\u2610 Bad

---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful

---{Audio}---
\u2611 mythical
\u2610Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad

---{Story}---
\u2610 Will make you cry or smile alot
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Lovely
\u2610 Something isnt nothing I guess

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press a bunch of buttons
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Not so easy
\u2610 Difficult. Hi ! First of all, let me congratulate the game developers on making this game.

Live feed of the game : https://www.twitch.tv/decekapa24/v/88094871

Lets start with Pros:

-Very relaxing atmosphere
-Despite the bugs it is addictive!
-Soundtrack is very nice!

Now the Cons:

-Few languages yet available.
-The AI is still a bit dumb, and weapons are a bit overpowered yet!

I will rate this game a good 8/10 if you keep updating it and improving.
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If it stays like this it is only a 6/10, still the experinece is good !

. Can confirm Rebecca is as kawaii as advertised. Would buy again.. Very short game. Shows promise by the developer. About 1
hour total play time.. Simple and direct gameplay. If you enjoy games that test your precise timing skills, this will fall nicely into
that niche. Basically, if you loved Super Hexagon, you should give this one a whirl too.. Worst DLC practice in gaming..
Growing up throughout my life I knew that there was something different about myself compared to everyone else. I can
remember back to the first day off school, everyone has to wear a costume. Some kids went as pirates, some as football players
and some even went as those white armour guys from that Star Wars movie. Not me though, I went as a fish. I was the most
glorious fish in the school and everyone was amazed at me for being that fish. That first day at the time was the best day of my
life.

All the kids came too school in their uniforms that day, however I chose to stay with who I truly am and continued to wear that
fish for the rest of primary school. High school was a bit different though, they wouldn\u2019t allow me to wear that fish
around. I kept begging and begging because it was who I was, I didn\u2019t fit in being a human, I was more so a fish. We came
to a compromise and they let me paint myself with scales too fit in. I also got gills put in either side of my neck too let me
breathe like a fish.

Throughout my whole younger days, I have owned many fish, and have dreamt about joining them as part of their families. I
watch in jealousy as I see them swimming around together enjoying each other\u2019s company, struggling as I know I
can\u2019t be with them. I left out one very important detail from my story... I can\u2019t swim.

For someone that wants to be a fish, struggling to swim is not very helpful. I thought it would come to me naturally since I am
part fish, but it did not. I struggled with the thought in and out every day that I would never be able to join my scaly friends in
the ponds or the tanks, until I saw the project thatninjadodo have been working on. Then my life changed...

Yesterday was one of the best days of my life, thanks to Guppy I can finally live my life as a fish with all its friends. The game
is a perfect simulation of how a fish survives in a lake and has a very in depth hunger system. It is clever because it includes a
score system along with the hunger system that allows you too determine how well you are doing.

It also has a very real combat system too, with bigger fish chasing you down until they defeat you, and you have to use your wits
and knowledge too out manuever them just like in the Amnesia series.

This game has changed my life and any people that have had the same condition as myself in their life should pick this game up.
I was lucky to get it on sale, but it is well worth the $3 price. Stay safe my fellow fishies, I\u2019ll see you all in the pond..
Graphics}---
☐ You forget what reality is
☐ Beautiful
☐ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Bad
☐ Don‘t look too long at it
☑ Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
☐ GOTY
☐ Very good
☐ Good
☑ It‘s just gameplay
☐ Mehh
☐ Starring at walls is better
☐ Just don‘t

---{Audio}---
☐ Eargasm
☐ Very good
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☐ Good
☐ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☑ Earrape

---{Audience}---
☑ Kids
☐ Teens
☐ Adults
☐ Average Solitare Players

---{PC Requirements}---
☐ Check if you can run paint
☑ Potato
☐ Decent
☐ Fast
☐ Rich boiiiiii
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
☐ Just press 'A‘
☐ Easy
☐ Significant brain usage
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☑ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
☑ Nothing to grind
☐ Only if you care about leaderboards/ranks
☐ Isnt necessary to progress
☐ Average grind level
☐ Too much grind
☐ You‘ll need a second life for grinding

---{Story}---
☑ If you want story, then go read a book.
☐ Text or Audio floating around
☐ Average depends an DLC
☐ Good
☐ Lovley
☐ It‘ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
☐ Long enough for a cup of tea
☐ Short
☐ Average
☑ Long
☐ To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
☐ There is no "price“
☐ Worth the price
☐ If u have some spare money left
☑ Not recommended
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☐ You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
☐ Never heard of
☑ Minor bugs
☐ Can get annoying
☐ Assassin‘s Creed: Unity
☐ Get a bug spray. Or more. A lot more. Or maybe a flamethrower. Or a nuke.

1.5/10

---Note---
Popcap, You made some great games, but im sorry to say this ones not good. so yeah.. there are no tiddies. fake fake fake. now i
kill self. MAKE IT BETTER I WANT ANIME WILLY AND ANIME TIDDIES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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After logging hundreds of hours of play on my KindleFire with Pixel Dungeon, I am not disappointed with the Steam version at
all. I never got the Windows version but was happy to throw payment to the devs for the Steam version for the past fun I had
with the game.
  The graphics are charming and look great even for pixel characters, if you have been with this for awhile you know the extra
efforts put into little things like backround, lighting and etc over the bunch of updates it had since being created. Now it's the
norm "rougelike" and permadeath that will leave you tearing your hair out most times, but still drawing you back for more.
Having great armor and weapons but dying of hunger is a common thing, or having lardders of food and getting beat to hell by
the monsters. The number of times I have died to a gnoll on the 2nd level is almost uninstall worthy.
  For those of you from the early PC days, and I don't mean Starcraft or Diablo, but C64 days of yore and where most games
were permadeath (unless you pulled the disk out of the drive after you died quick enough or created another character disc)
there was a shining creation of a game called Sword of Fargoal. Pixel could be the direct great, great grandson of Fargoal, both
share many traits and each their own also, which when I found Pixel I was brought back to those great days and fell in love with
the game.
  The game is easy to learn and can be played for hours or a few quick minutes with auto save when you quit. Classes play
different as a difficulty system somewhat with added bonuses for each class. Pretty much click where you want to go, click to
pick up, click to attack/throw/use item etc, very nice for a sit back and relax game. Potions and scrolls have to be identified or
fingers crossed used to find out what they do, sometimes with horrible results.
  I know there are plenty of reviews on this game allready with gameplay and pros vs cons but for me it is a rekindling of my
great years playing PC games which were designed to be hard and have days or months of playing time with no internet faq or
walkthrough to help you with the game. This is a great game period, worth the $5, for me yes and a review if it's worth the
money, very much so. Buy it and enjoy.. LOVE THIS!!!!!!

10\/10!

One of the BEST GAMES ON STEAM!!!

And people call me a "Tough Critic," soo......... this is GREAT.. Visual Novels are not my thing and this story is no exception.
However the card based combat system and art style are both well done and this studio produced Pox Nora....so....

10/10. going to be making a report to westpac and have this game reversed sale for deseptive advertisement. not worth anything
yet!. legal recomendo. Oh the joy and the lower back pains this game gave me..
Penarium is an addictive game. It is so simple and I had so much fun, a game you would expect from Team 17.
I hope Willy gets to do some other things except from jumping and running in the sequel (if there is one?).

10\/10 would recommend! \\(^_^)\/. Chronicles of the Witches and Warlocks is a nice family friendly H.O. Game.. ..provided
you're aware of the game's fatal bugs and manage to avoid them.
There is a guide giving precious tips on the subject. I strongly recommend to read what it says on the bugs subject if you plan to
play this game and read it before playing, preferably ;). Besides several bugs\/glitches which might result in slowing a bit your
gameplay, there are at least 2 bugs preventing the player from going further in the story. You're definitely stuck if so. But it's
possible to avoid them.
It's sad to see those bugs were reported long ago but never fixed.
Apart from that, if you're aware, Chronicles of the Witches and Warlocks is a fair and nice HOG.
The graphics are rather beautiful. The music is calm.
It's worth a try.
It's quite short though and it has little replayability value (all achievements can be triggered within a single playthrough), so I
recommend to get it while on sale.. A wonderful little puzzle game. It references a lot of themes from the mythos of Greek and
Eastern astrology and thus the game creates its own cute and smooth shroud of mystique.

Recommended if you like puzzles where you have to find out the properties of elements through experimenting, like World of
Goo or Little Inferno (off the top of my head).. Slow, boring, and always starts in russian, some people might like this game but
personally i think that even for 99p this game just isnt worth it. Immersion into the calm and meditative drifting amongst the
suns inspite of their roasting heat. Ambient music, tricky missions. This brings to my mind the "Sunshine" (2007) movie.
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